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Abstract— This study aims to test the ability to match acoustic

acquisition hardness in various ways (English: [30]; Mandarin:

cues to different focus types and positions by advanced Cantonese

[8], [28], [40], and [41]). The L1 effect, here means that the

L2 learners of Mandarin under the modalities of auditory-only and

different ways of prosody compared with their mother tongue,

visual-auditory. Following the design by [29], participants were

plays a significant role in L2 prosodic perception (Spanish L2

instructed to make a 5-Likert response to rate their preferences for

learners of English: Ref. [22], Chinese L2 learners of English:

the conversations they heard. Results show that visual-aids facil-

Ref. [1], English L2 learners of French: Ref. [13], Spanish and

itated the perception of prosody; L2 learners showed fewer diffi-

Italian: Ref. [25], and French L2 learners of Dutch: Ref. [18]).

culties in differentiating narrow and contrastive focus than native

However, these studies mainly focused on west Germanic lan-

Mandarin speakers. These findings provide significances for pro-

guages, but payed little attention to tonal languages.

sodic perception, second language acquisition and bilingual educa-

1.2 Prosodic Features in Mandarin and Cantonese
Mandarin Chinese is the official language of mainland China

tion.

I.

INTRODUCTION

and is one of the two official languages of Hong Kong ([23]).

As a crucial clue of representing the information structure,

In mandarin, prosody is usually achieved by post-focus com-

prosody is widely used in real life dialogues. Prosody is often

pression and on-focus increasement of F0 ([3], [35], and [41]).

used to suggest what is new, given or emphatic ([19]), so besides

Apart from the differences in tone, Cantonese and Mandarin also

locutionary act, prosody exerts more robust influences on the il-

differ in prosody.

locutionary act and perlocutionary act. Studies have long tried

Contrary to the asymmetric natures founded in Mandarin,

to unravel how could the acoustic cues affect the prosodic per-

Cantonese shows identical variations in pre-focus, on-focus and

ceptual process ([7] and [27]), while most of the researches con-

post-focus. Focus always exerts a wide-range increasement of

centrated on West Germanic languages ([14]), limited prosodic

F0 in Cantonese, which means that the influence of focus is nei-

perception studies carried out on tonal languages.

ther locally nor wholly ([32]). The expression effect of post-

1.1 Interface Hypothesis

focus in Cantonese is not as distinct as Mandarin. These dif-

According to the Interface Hypothesis (IH) ([2]), involving
prosody, syntax, words, context, and mother tongue (L1) trans-

ferences can affect the Cantonese learners’ perception of Mandarin prosodic perception.

fer, the processing of information structure becomes a bottleneck for L2 learners.

The bulk of studies proved this L2
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In addition to these linguistic factors, native speakers also use
facial expressions([4], [12], and [20]), head movement ([15]), or
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(1) 张⽣开飞机。(/Zhɑ"ng She"ng kɑ"i fe"i jı̅/) (Zhang Sheng

body language ([10]) to emphasis the focus. Native speakers
use these clues to decode the prosodic utterances.

drives the airplane).

1.3 Focus Types

Sentence (1) is a suitable statement for all of the questions

According to the Information Structure theory (IS, [19] and

in Tab.1 in text from, they only differ in prosody. (a) elicits

[16]), this research studied broad focus, narrow focus and con-

“broad focus,” which means that the answer provides a piece

trastive focus (see Tab.1) on different positions.

of new information ([33] and [35]) that does not use any stress
on a particular unit or constituent (see Tab.1 row 1).

Tab. 1 Q-A pairs in Mandarin with different focus types and position
Focus types

Contextual Questions

Corresponding Answers

a.

Broad (B)

发⽣什么事？What happens?

[张⽣开飞机]F1。[Zhang Sheng drives the airplane.]F

b.

Narrow-subject N(s)

谁开飞机？Who drives the airplane?

[张⽣]F 开飞机。[Zhang Sheng] F drives the airplane.

c.

Narrow-verb N(v)

张⽣怎么弄飞机？What does Zhang Sheng do to the airplane?

张⽣[开]F 飞机。Zhang Sheng [drives] F the airplane.

d.

Narrow-object N(o)

张⽣开什么？What dose Zhang Sheng drive?

张⽣开[飞机]F。Zhang Sheng drives the [airplane] F.

e.

Contrastive-subject C(s)

刘丽开飞机？Liu Li drives the airplane?

[张⽣]F 开飞机。[Zhang Sheng] F drives the airplane.

f.

Contrastive-verb C(v)

张⽣坐飞机？Zhang Sheng takes the airplane?

张⽣[开]F 飞机。Zhang Sheng [drives] F the airplane.

g.

Contrastive-object C(o)

张⽣开巴⼠？Zhang Sheng drives the bus?

张⽣开[飞机]F。Zhang Sheng drives the [airplane] F.

(b)-(c)-(d) exert “narrow focus” respectively on subject (b),

b. Do Cantonese show different patterns in prosody percep-

verb (c) and object (d). A narrow-focused answer specifies a

tion compared with native Mandarin? If so, which type of fo-

sentence constituent through prosody. This type of focus could

cus is the most difficult one for them to recognize?

also be used to achieve an “inform” function—which provides
the agent, the verb, or the patient.

The old information in

c. What kind of suggestion could this research provide to second language acquisition?

Tab.1(b)—drives the airplane—would be weaken while stress-

II.

PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT

This paper concentrates on the perceptual patterns of different

ing the subject Zhang Sheng ([35] and [40]).
(d)-(e)-(f) are called “contrastive focus” or “corrective focus”

language backgrounds, so the purpose of the production part is

([29] and [35]). It could not be more evident that the function of

to record the prosodic stimuli.

contrastive focus utterances is for “correcting.”

1.5 Stimuli Sentences

Contrastive-

focused utterances are elicited by the wrong expressed sentences.

All of the fifteen basic sentences (Tab.2) in Mandarin were

The prominence (noted as […]F) is placed on a specific gram-

made up of three words structured with the subject (bi-character)

matical item while correcting.

+ verb (mono-character) + object (bi-character).

1.4 Research Questions

tence merely contains one tone (Tone 1, 2, 4) ([6], [36], [41],

a. Do auditory-only and visual-auditory stimuli yield different outcomes in prosodic perception?

1

Each sen-

and [43]). We set seven focus conditions for each basic sentence.

The […]F refers to the focused constituent in each sentence.
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Tab. 2 Fifteen basic Mandarin sentences for production experiment

Basic Sentences

Annotated in Pinyin

Translated in English

1.张⽣开飞机。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng She"ng kɑ"i fe"i jı̅

Zhang Sheng drives the airplane.

2.张英摸猫咪。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng Yı̅ng mo" ma"o mı̅.

Zhang Ying strokes the kitten.

3.张欣织书包。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng Xı̅n zhı̅ shu* bɑ"o.

Zhang Xin knits the bag.

4.张刚吃西⽠。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng Gɑ"ng chı̅ xı̅ guɑ".

Zhang Gang eats the watermelon.

5.张天吹风车。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng Tı̅an chuı̅ fe"ng che".

Zhang Tian blows the pinwheel.

6.刘明拿篮球。(T2)

Lı́u Mı́ng nɑ́ lɑ́ n qiú .

Liu Ming holds the basketball.

7.刘宁涂黄油。(T2)

Lı́u Nı́ng tú huɑ́ ng yó u.

Liu Ning spreads the butter.

8.刘同扶盲⼈。(T2)

Lı́u Tó ng fú mɑ́ ng ré n.

Liu Tong helps the blind.

9.刘平划⽵船。(T2)

Lı́u Pı́ng huɑ́ zhú chuɑ́ n.

Liu Ping rows the (bamboo) boat.

10.刘⽂爬长城。(T2)

Lı́u Wé n pɑ́ chɑ́ ng ché ng.

Liu Wen climbs the Great Wall.

11.赵亮看电视。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Liɑ̀ ng kɑ̀ n diɑ̀ n shı̀.

Zhao Liang watches the television.

12.赵⽉做作业。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Yue ̀ zuò zuo ̀ yè .

Zhao Yue does the homework.

13.赵克办护照。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Ke ̀ bɑ̀ n hù zhɑ̀ o.

Zhao Ke applies for the passport.

14.赵丽戴项链。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Lı ̀ dɑ̀ i xiɑ̀ ng liɑ̀ n.

Zhao Li wears the necklace.

15.赵梦画漫画。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Mè ng huɑ̀ mɑ̀ n huɑ̀ .

Zhao Meng draws the comics.

1.6 Methodology

ruled out in this process for the most natural facial expressions

Four native Mandarin speakers from the north of mainland
China are recruited (two male-female groups).

and the head movements. Despite the questions-eliciting pic-

The stimuli

tures for contrastive focus, no text information were shown on

were recorded in a soundproofed booth with a high-quality,

the screen for the speakers. All of the 15 Q-A pairs were fea-

head-mounted microphone (audio-technica AT 2035), and an

tured with the same different focus types with sentence 1. An

external camera (logitech HD 1080p).

Speakers were in-

entire round for the production resulted in 210 trials (15 basic

structed to utter complete sentences according to the pictures

sentences × 7 focus conditions × 2 repetitions). A round was

(examples in Tab. 3 for sentence 1). Trackers or helmets were

female-ask-male-answer, another was the opposite.

Tab. 3 Eliciting picture samples (sentence 1) for the live dialogues in stimuli production process
Focus types

a.

b.

e.

Broad (B)

Narrow-subject N(s)

Contrastive-subject C(s)

Contextual Questions

Corresponding Answers

发⽣什么事？

[张⽣开飞机。]F

What happens?

[Zhang Sheng drives the airplane.]F

谁开飞机？

[张⽣]F 开飞机。

Who drives the airplane?

[Zhang Sheng] F drives the airplane.

刘丽开飞机？

[张⽣]F 开飞机。

Liu Li drives the airplane?

[Zhang Sheng] F drives the airplane.
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1.7 Acoustic Cues Analysis

(finally Sentence*post-F0: (p<0.05); Sentence*post-intensity:

The following analysis was based on two of the native speak-

p<0.05).

ers’ recordings (SL, male of 27; WXL, female of 23). Fig.1 displays 20-timepoint-normalized mean F0 contours under different
focus conditions for sentence 1.

Fig.2.a. On-focus F0 change

Fig.1 time-normalized F0 contour

Post-focus features tell us more ([28] and [40]). Although
the focused components yield the extension in pitch range, duration, and intensity ([30]), the focus is also realized by the compression of the post-focus components (PFC, [8] and [40]).
Besides, the on-focus and post-focus F0/intensity/duration

Fig.2.b Post-focus intensity change

change (difference between the focused sentence with the broad

Fig.2 Differences between on-focus F0 / post-focus intensity and the coun-

focused sentence of a sentence component) also changed by fo-

terpart in broad-focused sentences.

cus ([42]). Take on-focus F0 difference (Fig.2.a) and post-fo-

Fig. 2 also verified that the PFC does not always work ([37]).

cus intensity difference for instance (Fig.2.b), utterances that not

Finally, six sentences were selected for the perception experi-

meet the requirements were excluded by two-way ANOVAs

ments (Tab.4), and sentence 15 was used for practicing.

Tab.4 Basic sentences for perception experiments
Basic Sentences

Annotated in Pinyin

Translated in English

1.张⽣开飞机。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng She"ng kɑ"i fe"i jı̅

Zhang Sheng drives the airplane.

3.张欣织书包。(T1)

Zhɑ"ng Xı̅n zhı̅ shu* bɑ"o.

Zhang Xin knits the bag.

8.刘同扶盲⼈。(T2)

Lı́u Tó ng fú mɑ́ ng ré n.

Liu Tong helps the blind.

10.刘⽂爬长城。(T2)

Lı́u Wé n pɑ́ chɑ́ ng ché ng.

Liu Wen climbs the Great Wall.

11.赵亮看电视。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Liɑ̀ ng kɑ̀ n diɑ̀ n shı̀.

Zhao Liang watches the television.

13.赵克办护照。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Ke ̀ bɑ̀ n hù zhɑ̀ o.

Zhao Ke applies for the passport.

15.赵梦画漫画。(T4)

Zhɑ̀ o Mè ng huɑ̀ mɑ̀ n huɑ̀ .

Zhao Meng draws the comics.
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III. PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT

Choose to
play a dialogue

We used 5-Likert preference multiple choice task following
Ref. [29].

The subject groups are native Mandarin speakers

A B

Responding
page

Fig.3 Procedure for the auditory-only task

(NM) and Cantonese (Hong Kong) learners of Mandarin (L2M).
1.8 Methodology
Participants in each language group were divided into two
sub-groups, one received auditory-only (AO) stimuli, while the

Fig.4 Procedure for the visual-auditory task2

other received the video-auditory (VA) stimuli. In each exper-

While the dialogue was playing, a dialogue code was shown

iment, AO and VA stimuli with the form of short Q-A dialogue

on the screen (A or B). Participants could control their speed

pair were presented to participants. A pause with a 2.000-sec-

to go for the choosing page to scale the dialogues they just

ond duration was inserted between the question and the answer

heard/watched; finally, a check page was shown to inspect

in each Q-A pair through [5] in Praat. Each trial involved two

whether they had payed attention to the dialogues or not. The

dialogues, the question of these two dialogues were the same,

number button “1 2 3 4 5” used for rating the two dialogues

while the two answers differed in the prosodic congruence —

could be translated as the following 5-Likert scale choices:

one was congruous, and the other was incongruous. The con-

1. Only A: Only dialogue A sounds natural and satisfactory

gruous dialogues were combined from the question and answer

2. A preferred: Both of the two are natural, but A is preferred

segments paired initially; the corresponding incongruous dia-

3. Equal: Two dialogues are equally natural and satisfactory

logues were chosen from the different question-answer pairs,

4. B preferred: Both of the two are natural, but B is preferred

e.g., it could be the broadly focused question with the other six

5. Only B: Only dialogue B sounds natural and satisfactory

type of focused answers (see (3)). Participants were permitted

The perceptual experiment consisted of three blocks — one

to listen to the dialogues as many times as they want before mak-

practice block with the sentence “Zhɑ̀ o Mè ng huɑ̀ mɑ̀ n huɑ̀ .”

ing respondence. All of the experiments were conducted in the

(sentence 15 in Tab.4).

E-prime (2.0 Professional). The procedure of the task was de-

each), two Q-A pairs in each trial were pseudo-randomly chosen

signed as shown in Fig.3 (AO) and Fig.4 (VA).

from 16 modes of the combining in Fig. 5 (e.g., (3) for testing

(3) Tab.5 Example dialogues in one trial
Congruous-Dialogue A

In block 1 and 2 (192 Q-A pairs in

broad vs. narrow focus).
Broad

Incongruous-Dialogue B

Narrow-subject
Narrow-verb

发⽣什么事？

发⽣什么事？

What happens?

What happens?

[Broad focus needed]

[Broad focus needed]

Broad

Narrow-object
Contrastive-subject

Q

[张⽣开飞机。]F

Contrastive-verb
Contrastive-object

Question
Segments

[张⽣]F 开飞机。

subject

Narrow

verb
object

A

[Zhang Sheng drives the airplane.]F
[Broad focus presented]

[Zhang Sheng]F drives the airplane.

Contrastive

[Narrow focus presented]

subject

Narrow-subject
Contrastive-subject

Q-A pairs

Narrow-verb
Contrastive-verb
Narrow-object
Contrastive-object
Contrastive-subject

verb

contrastive-verb

object

Contrastive-object

Fig.5 16 modes of Q-A combining pairs

2

The screenshot was only approved by the speaker in this paper.
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3.2 Participants

differences compared with 3 (“equal”), the reduction was not

17 (1M16F) and 4 (2M2F) native Mandarin speakers (mean

significant.

age 23.67, who spent most of their time in mainland China and

Tab.6 Score rated by NM and L2M groups under different modalities

past the PSC (National Proficiency Test of Putonghua) with

NM

Ranked Score

Level 2A or above were recruited in the perceptual experiments;

Matched

6 (2M4F, exclude 1 later) and 4 (2M2F, exclude 1 later) Canton-

Focus Type

L2M

AO

AV

AO

AV

P3>0.05

P>0.05

P>0.05

P>0.05

ese (mean age 23.25, who were raised in Hong Kong and started

B-B

2.967

2.979

3.000

2.838

to learn mandarin when they were around ten-year-old) were re-

N(s)-N(s)

2.994

3.213

3.048

3.000

cruited.

N(v)-N(v)

2.949

3.021

3.090

3.000

3.3 Statistical Analysis

N(o)-N(o)

2.961

3.129

3.051

3.054

The correct answer of each trial (including the check task)

C(s)-C(s)

3.018

2.934

3.045

3.057

were randomized, which means that congruous dialogues show

C(v)-C(v)

3.045

3.000

2.931

3.057

either as pair A or B. For the sake of analysis, the scale quan-

C(o)-C(o)

3.153

2.939

3.024

3.174

tity was normalized to the circumstance of the congruous conversation always presents in pair B.

4.3 Perceptual Patterns

So the congruous pair

Both of the NM and L2M tended to choose “equal” (above 45%

should always be graded as 5 (means “always”). We used or-

in all of the two modalities) for most of the time. These two

dinal regression in SPSS to detect the perceptual patterns.

groups’ “prefer” and “always” score percentages jumped over

IV. RESULTS

the chance level (20%) under the VA modality.

4.1 Different Stimuli Modalities

4.3.1 Distinguish broad focus from other focus types

Ordinal regression showed that in NM group, the estimated
parameter for AO was negative (−0.441, p<0.05), suggesting
that the visual-auditory stimuli exerted significant higher per-

Fig. 6 represents the perceptual scores of NM and L2M
groups under different modalities when distinguishing the broad
focus from other focus types.

ceptual scores. In L2M group, the estimated parameter of AO
modality was negative (−0.121), either, but with no significance
(p>0.05). Visual stimuli did not significantly help L2 learners
to understand the prosodic sentences.
4.2 Matched and Mismatched pairs
“Matched” here means that the two dialogues in one trial are
identical (e.g., dialogue A: B-B pair; dialogue B: B-B pair).
Tab.6 displays both of the groups of natives and L2 learners
chose to rate “equal” when they heard the “matched” pairs
(P>0.05).

3

Although visual aids helped to narrow the mean

Fig. 6 Perceptual patterns of distinguishing broad focus from other competitors

All of the P values for NM and L2M groups under AO and VA modalities.
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For NM group under AO modality, listeners would rather to
choose the “matched” broad focused dialogues when the com-

rated scores by NM and L2M under different modalities when
distinguishing narrow focus from contrastive focus.

petitors were other focus types. Listeners of this experimental
group could significantly distinguish the congruous dialogue
from the incongruous ones (p<0.05).
As for the VA modality session of NM group, under another
significant fitted model (χ2[45]=229.465, p<0.05), in terms of
the recognition of broad focus, it cannot be more evident that the
VA modality exerted higher recognition scores with all of the
other focus types despite the narrow focus on the object competitor.
For L2M group under AO modality, listeners showed a

Fig. 7 Perceptual patterns of distinguishing broad focus from other competitors

slightly preference to the congruous B-B ones compared to the

NM showed bias to “equal” or “dis-preferred” under both of

But the rated scores were signifi-

the two modalities. Their results formed a score interval of [2,

cantly lower than NM group. Expect for the narrow (subject)-

3] (lower than 3) —indicated that they may prefer the dialogues

focused competitor (p>0.05), L2M group had the ability to dif-

featured with more apparent acoustic cues (contrastive focused

ferentiate the congruous B-B ones from other incongruous pro-

sentences). NM group failed to distinguish narrow focus from

sodic sentences.

contrastive focus because no significance (P>0.05) was discov-

“equal” choice (score=3).

The most exciting thing lies in there is a slight improvement

ered in scoring. What’s more, VA stimuli merely slightly im-

(around 0.01) in each position of the recognition score rates be-

proved the perceptual scores of NM group with no significance.

tween narrow and contrastive focused condition [N(s)-

L2M group could not distinguish the narrow focus from con-

C(s)=0.596, score=2.98, p>0.05; N(o)-C(o)=0.591, score=2.955, trastive focus, either (P>0.05).

Dramatically, they showed a

These con-

higher perceptual score compared to NM group, and they formed

firmed that visual clues enhanced the prosodic cues to some ex-

a score interval of [3,4]. Which means that they scored more

p>0.05; N(v)-C(v)=0.598, score=2.99, p>0.05].

tent, which could increase the perception rate for native listeners. closer (mean score≈3.065) to the congruous dialogues than
In VA modality session of L2M group, under another fitted

NM(mean score≈2.915). The visual-aid did not provide NM

model (χ2[45]=155.431, p<0.05), most of the incongruous focus

group with a predicted function in differentiating the subject fo-

types could not be fully recognized by L2M despite the broad

cused sentences.

focus vs. narrow (subject) focus (p=0.036).

An interesting

thing seemed to be that the mean score they ranked for the

V.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

5.1 Did the stimuli modalities of AO and VA Work Differently?

“matched” pairs showed a departure from “equal” (score=3)

Generally, the overall results supported that visual-aids facil-

when they were exposed to the VA stimuli.

itate the prosodic perception of native speakers, while confused

4.3.2 Distinguish narrow focus from contrastive focus

the second language learners’ acquisition to some degree. Na-

As predicted, even native speakers showed difficulties in dis-

tive speakers use facial expression (head movement, lip round-

tinguishing narrow and contrastive focus. Fig. 7 showed the

ing, etc.) to enhance the speech focus, but even the native
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speakers could not always decode this layer of information.

The 5-Likert scale paradigm was used to clearly unravel the

Since L2 has the different expression system, the Cantonese

mapping between the prosodic form and its pragmatic meaning,

learners of Mandarin could not understand the extra information

and this method could keep away of the bias on prosodic speech

correctly. Visual-aids helped them a little, and sometimes even

sentences ([29]).

hinder their understanding in the opposite.

As described in the Interface Hypothesis, prosodic acquisition

5.2 Could Listeners Distinguish Matched From Mismatched?

exists as a bottleneck of L2 learners. Even their mother tongue

They could not tell the difference when the listeners were ex-

comes from the same linguistic family of the second language,

posed to the same dialogue pairs. Surprisingly, almost none of

and even they start to learn L2 very young, L2 learners show

the options was chosen above the chance level (20%) except the

different prosodic perceptual patterns from natives. According

“equal” option, which means that even native listeners could not

to the experiments and the previous theories, several suggestions

always tell the difference between the given two dialogue pairs.

could be provided in teaching Chinese as a foreign language.

This research is quite limited here, we failed to make sure a

Apart from teaching students with words and grammar, teach-

enough change of stimuli sentences for attracting the listeners.

ers should also pay attention to the prosody of the foreign lan-

We would involve more prosodic sentences in choosing stimu-

guage.

lation in the future.

ing—the sound and meaning of a word could be arbitrary ([17]),

Consider of using more listening activities in teach-

5.3 How to explain the two groups’ different perceptual patterns? but the sound of a prosody is not. The experimental paradigm
Distinguishing broad focus from other type of focus seems to

could help the language teachers in designing the class to some

be the easiest for both of the native Mandarin speakers and the

extent. Apart from listening, speaking practice also plays an

Cantonese learners of Mandarin. Visual-aids help the listeners

important role in training prosodic perception. Some dialogue-

in most of the time, and this result comes as no surprise.

making practice could make the learners get involved in prosody

But things go different in distinguishing narrow focus from

production.

Ref. [31] tested that music training improve the

contrastive focus as predicted. For native Mandarin speakers,

learners’ sensitivity to speech prosody.

Students could find

the mis-leaded tendency of choosing the incongruous contras-

some patterns and rules spontaneously in a joyful musical at-

tive prosody only suggests that native speakers are sensitive to

mosphere.
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